Press Release
Battling against the epidemic together: a number of “Tiandi Transit Stations for
Donations” are put into use
Caring for the families of angles in white assisting Wuhan
(March 8, 2020, Shanghai) With the arrival of warm spring in March, good news about the battle
against the novel coronavirus in China are pouring in. The number of confirmed cases has been
declining, and an increasing number of patients have recovered from the disease and have been
discharged from the hospital. The achievements cannot be made without the efforts of hundreds of
thousands of medical worker from all parts of China, who are fighting on the frontline of the
epidemic. To reduce the worries of Shanghai medical workers assisting Wuhan, “Tiandi Transit
Stations for Donations” cofounded by cofounded by the medical branch of Education Development
Foundation of Shanghai Jiaotong University, Shanghai Daily and Shui On Land kicked off on March
8th, and the first activity will end on March 10th. These transit stations will continue to collect goods
and services donated by all sides, which are to be delivered to medical workers and their families.
With our efforts, frontline medical workers will be less worrying about their loved ones in Shanghai.
The first batch of transit stations are set up in the office buildings and shopping malls of Shui On
Land projects including Shanghai Xintiandi, Ruihong Xincheng，KIC and THE HUB.
Since the outbreak of novel coronavirus, Shanghai has sent excellent medical staff to Wuhan. They
are warriors with invincible courage, but they are also sons, daughters and parents, who are
concerned with their families. Volunteers have learned from the medical branch of Education
Development Foundation of Shanghai Jiaotong University that the families of these medical
workers are in shortage of protective supplies. “Tiandi Transit Stations for Donations” immediately
launched an initiative on SHINE, the new media platform of Shanghai Daily, to donate masks,
calling on Shanghai readers to donate masks, hand sanitizers and protective goggles. On "Women’s
Day", a loving festival, the transit stations have received all kinds of anti-epidemic supplies from
hospitable citizens. Ms. Wu, who lives near Xintiandi, came to donate a packet of masks right after
learning that “Tiandi Transit Stations for Donations” was opened. She also wrote down a note to
encourage the medical staff assisting Wuhan, “You protect the patient and we protect your family!”
Volunteers at each transit station will wrap up "Anti-Epidemic Packages" and deliver them to the
medical branch of Education Development Foundation of Shanghai Jiaotong University, who will
distribute these packages to the families of medical staff.
As a long-term project, “Tiandi Transit Stations for Donations” will continue to launch compaigns
such as “First School Day Packages” and “Packages for Everyday Life”, delivering various school
supplies as well as exclusive facilitating services for commercial tenants in shopping malls of
Shanghai Xintiandi projects to the children and relatives of medical staff. By doing that, medical

staff will be free from worries and concentrating on battling against the epidemic on the frontline.
Hand in hand, we will wait for the epidemic coming to an end! We will wait for the safe return of
medical workers who brave a dangerous situation!
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About Shui On Land
Headquartered in Shanghai, Shui On Land (Stock Code: 272), is a leading commercial property
focused developer, owner and asset manager in China. The Company engages principally in the
development, sales, leasing, management and long-term ownership of high-quality commercial and
residential mixed-use properties. It is also one of the largest private commercial property owners
and managers in Shanghai, with a total portfolio of 1.65 million sq.m. of office and retail premises,
including its flagship Shanghai Xintiandi. The Company listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange
on October 4, 2006, the largest mainland Chinese real estate enterprise that went public that year.
Shui On Land was included in the benchmark Hang Seng Composite Index, as well as the HSCI
Composite Industry Index – Properties & Construction, Hang Seng Composite LargeCap & MidCap
Index and the Hang Seng Stock Connect HK Index.
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